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',. lntroduction

1.1 Project Description

The objective of this project is to design and develop pallets made from

naturalfiber-reinforced composite materials. Pallets are use widely in the materials

handling industry for transporting goods. Most pallets are rnade from wood that

have various drawbacks, such as deterioration when used in extreme whether

conditions, fungal attack, boards that break easily and low reusability. Extensive

use of wood in pallet manuracture ieads to high timber consumption, thus leading

to other environmental problems.

Various designs and types of pallet are fabricated to meet different loacj

bearing requirements, such as stringer-class pallets, block-class pallets, panel

deck pallets, grocery industry four-way pallets etc (Figure 1). The pallets are

designed so that products/goods can be easily retrieved and delivered using lift

truck such as forkiift or pallet jack. Most of the pallets are made of wood and nearly

400 million wood pallets are produced annually, accounting for 86 percent of all

pallets sold.

Single face, flush stringer;
4-way entry

Single face, flush stringer, 2-way
entry rvood pallet

Double face, reversible, stringer-
class wood oallel

Double face, non-reversible,
4-way nolched wood pallet

Figure 1. \'arious types of wood pallets.



Although they are cheap, wood oallets have some inherent disadvantages

contpared to non-wood pallets srrch as plastic or metal pallets. Wood can undergo

degradation due to environment factors such as heat, moisture and fungal attack

especially when used under extrenre whether conditions. The method cf fastening

various members of a wood pallet, usually by nailing or screwing, does not

guarantee a reliable performance of the pallet over a period of time. Also

excessive use of wood in pallet production requires many trees to be cut down,

causing forest depletion and thus leading to other environment problems.

In view of tlte disadvantages of wood pallets, pallet manufacturers worldwide

use metals, such as steel or aluminum and plastics in place of wood. Plastic

pallets that are of lightweight, high strength and dur'ability are increasingly used

instead of conventional wood pallets. However, plastic pallets are more expensive

than the wood pallets by three to five times, although this cost can be offset by the

number of trips and shipmerrts that can be achieved with plastic paliets compared

to wood pallets. One main Jisadvantage of using plastic pallets is that non-

biodegradable plastic is l'azarcjous to human and environment when disposed by

burning.

The interest in using natural fibers, such as sisal, oil-palm empty fruit bunch

fibers, coconut husk fibers, jute fibers and wood fiber as reinforcement in plastics

has increased dramatically for the past few years. Compared to man-made fioers
such as glass atrd carbon fibers, natural fibers have severai advantages. For

instance, natural fibers are easily available, have low density, and are

biodegradable. Thev are renewable. raw materials and have relatively high

strength-to-weight ratio. Although paliets made from natural fiber-reinforced

composite pallets could undergo degradation due to attack by microorganisms, the

resistance to microbiological degradation can be improved by means of chemical

modification.

With the current emphasis on recycling and environmentally friencjly

approaches to manufacturing, composite pallets made from waste fibers and

recycled plastic (polypropylene) have significant potential for use as raw material

in the fabrication of pallets for the material handling industry. This research was

proposed to develop such nratelials and use them in the design and fabrication of
the pallets.



1.2 Project Activities

The activities carried out in this project can be summarized as follows:

Stage 1: Preparation of composite material and mechanical property testing

Wood sawdust fibers were process into fillers of various sizes and used to

prepare the composite material. Recycled plastic, namely polypropylene was used

as the matrix. Various tests were carried out to characterize the material in terms

of mechanical and physical properties.

Stage 2: Design of pallet using computer modeling

Several designs of the pallet were

software. Particular attention was given to

members of the structure.

Stage 3: Finite element analysis

generated using computer modeling

the method of fastenino the various

The model was imported into a finite element software package for

automeshing, constraint artd ioad assignment and complete analysis of strain and

deformation. Static concentrated and distribuied loads were used in the analysis.

The modelwas optimized to rcciuce the quantity of material used in the model.

Stage 4: Fabrication of pallet

Several one-fifth scale ,nodels and a prototype of the pallet were fabricated

using the composite nraterial based on established standard design specifications

as used in the modeling. An optimum design determined from the modeling and

finite element analysis was used for the fabrication.

Stage 5: Fastener study

The objectlve of this part of the research is to find a suitable fastening

method, mechanical fastener types and sizes for used in assembly of the stringer-

class natural filler composite pallet.



Stage 6: Experimental and loading rig development

This stage of the work involves the design of the experimental setup, image

acquisition and loading rig to apply the shadow moir6 method to measure the

pallet defornnation. The loading rig comprises fixtures to support the structure and

load the pallet wilh point and distributed loads.

Stage 7: Molr6 fringe analysis

Suitable image processing and arralysis operations were performed to

extract displacement information from the moi16 fringes, The analysis was carried

out on a plate to verify the measurement and later applied to the pallet model

under static load. The measurement results were presented in three-dimensional

graphical form for comparisorr rryith the finite element predictions.

Stage 8: Comparison between measurement and FEA results

The displacement data from experiments was compared with those from

FEA. Discrepancies between the two results were studied to determine the issues

involved in the computer modeling and analysis of the composite pallet.

The various stages of the work are reported in the papers published and

the theses produced from this research. Detailed reports on these are available in

the Appendix.

1.3 Project Benefits

Through this research, composite materials made from waste wood

sawdust filler and recycled prastic have been developed and their various

characterized. Based on thismechanical and physical oroperties have neen

material, one-fifth scale models and full-size pallets have been developed.

Computer modeling was used to deterrrine the load capacities of these pallets.

The ouiput of this research has significant application in the materials

handling industry to reolace plastic and wood pallets. The pallets developed in this



research have high load capacity, durability and lower cost compared to plastic

pallets.

1.4 Project Duration

This project started in September 2002 and was conrpleted in August 2005,

that is, for duration of three yeats. A.n additional six months was required to carry

out the study to determine suitable fastener types for use in the assembly of the

composite pallet.

1.5 Approved Grant Amount

The total amount approved under the IRPA grant for this project is RM 170,200.00

1.5 Project Cost

The total amount spent for this project was RM 163,276.18. Out of this, RM

35,982.00 was used to purchase the equipnrent approved in the application.

2. Project Contribution/Achievement

' 2.1Theses and publicatiolrs

The contribution of this research in terms of theses and publications are as follows:

MSc thesis;

1) MSc thesis titled: An experimental and finite element analysis of the static

deformation of natural fiber-composite pallet - Khoo Teng Seng (February 2006).

2) MSc thesis titled: t{ecycled polypropylene filled wood saw dust composites -
Sharifah Shahnaz Syed Bakar (August 2005).

I



Journal papers:

1) M.M.Ratnam, J.H.Lim, H.P.S. Abdul Khalil, 'Study of 3-D deformation of a pallet

using phase-shift shadow moir6 and FEA', Experimental Mechanics, Vol. 45, No.

1, p9-17 (2005).

2) Abdul Khalil H,P.S., S. Shahanaz, M. M. Ratnam, "Recycle Potypropylene

(RPP) - Wood Saw Dust (WSD) Conrposites-Part 1: The Effect of Differ'ent Filler

Size and Filler Loading on Mechanical and Water Absorption Properties", Journal

of Reinforced P/asfics and Composifes (in press - 2006).

3) Abdul Khalil H.P,S., S. Shahanaz,lt/r. M. Ratnam, A..M. lssam, F. Ahmad,

N.A.N. Fuaad, 'Recycled Polypropylene (PP) - wood saw dust (WSD) composites:

The effect of acetylation orr mechanical and water absorption properties', Wood

Korea (in press - 2006).

Conference papers:

1) S.B. Shahnaz, fl,P.S. Abdul Khalil, R. iMani Maran,'Recycle polypropytene (PP)

- wood saw dust composites: l-he effect of acetylation on mechanical and water

absorption properties', Advanced Technology Congress, May 2A-21, 2003,

Putrajaya, Selangor.

2) Sharifah Shahnaz, H.P.S. Abdul Khalii, Mani Maran Ratnam, 'The Effect Of

Anhydride Modifications on Mechanical Properties And water Absorption of
Recycled Polypropylene-Wood Saw Dust Cornposites', The 17th Symposium of
Malaysian chemical Engineers 2003 (soMchE 2003) 29-30th December 2003,

Penang.

3)Teng Seng Khoo, Mani Maran Ratnam, H.P.S. Abdul Khalil, 'Comparison of the

mechanical properties of various wcoC iiller based polypropylene composites and

study of load ratings of composite pallets using FEA', 2'd Coiloquium on

Postgraduafe Research: Nationat Postgraduate Coltoquium on Materials, Minerals

and Polymers (lt/AMIP 2004),7-8 October 2004, Penang.

4) S.B.Shahnaz, H.P.S.Abdul Khalil, R. Mani Maran, Khoo Teng Seng, 'Recycled

polypropylene (PP) - wood savv dust composites:- Mechanical and water
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absorption properties', zno Colloquium on Postgraduate Research; National

Postgraduale Colloquium on Materials, Minerals and Polymers (MAMIP 2004),7-B

October 2004, Penang.

5) Noriman N.Z, Abdul Khalil H P.S., Ahmad M.N., Bustaman M.R, Ratnam M.M.,

'Mechanical and physical properties of carbon black and activated carbon

conrposites' , ATC| 2005, Conf?rence on Bio-Engineering, Dec 6-8. 2005,

Putrajaya, Malaysia

6) Sharifah Shahnaz S.A.B. Abdrrl Khalil Fi.P.S, Ratnam Ivl.M., Faiz Ahmad, Nik

Fuaad N.A., 'Recycle polypropylene (rpp) -'rvood saw dust (wsd) composites -

Part 1: The effect of different filler size and filler loading on mechanical and water

absorption properties', ATC|2005 Conference on Bio-Engineering, Dec 6-8, 2005,

Putrajaya, Malaysia

Copies of the full papers are available in the Appendix attached to this report.

2.2 Award

A bronze medal was'/von tor the product tiiled 'Pallets from recycled plastic

and waste naturalfibers'in |TEX2003 held from 16-18 May 2003 in Kuala Lumpur.

(Copy of certificate included in the Appendix)

2.3 Pallets from recycled plastic and wood saw dust

The pallets made using the composite material developed in this research

are shown in Figure 2. Detailed description of the design, modeling and load

capacities are given in the reports attached in the Appendix.

Figurs 2. Pallets developcd in tlris researach.



3. Conclusion

In this project, composite rnaterials made from recycled Plastic and wood saw dust

have been successfully developed. The r,echanical and physical properties of this

material were characterized arrd documented in thesis, journal and conference papers.

The material was used in the fabrication of one-fifth scale and full-size paliets. The pallets

were designed and analyzed using sclid modeling anC finite element software.

The output of this research is expected to lrave significant commercial potential. The

basic technologies relating to material formulation and manufacture, pallet design and

optimization are available. However, to .ealize the commercialization aspect, additional

funding is required to fabrlcate several full-size pallets and to design and develop a pallet

testing rig,
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ABSTRACT: The compg.gnding <if;,recyclbd polyplopylene (RPP) and wood saw dust (WSD)
are done by five differeRtifiller lod'tiing (0, 10, 20, 30,40, and 50%) witl'r three WSD tiller
size (100,212, and$00pni). The composites are niixed anC extluded using Haake Rheodrive
500 twin screw ejfiuder Tlig;,l,,peelianical and water absorption plopelties of composites are
characterized 4qcordingly; Results shows that conrposites with snrallel particle size (l00pnr) have
remarkably hig[er prope{[e$ compared to others (2 l2 and -100pm). Composites filled up to
30% WSP'EXhitiitsiiihprove"d mechanical properties brrt the value Cranratically decreased above
30% fiUer id4tling. The-,evidence of, fiber-nratrix interphase is analyzed using scanning electron
microspo,Re ($EM)..;i 
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INTRODIJCTION

A SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT of research has recently focusecl on wood-based polymer
llleither thermoset, thermoplastic or elastonrers) composites [-4]. The review of
various articles on the utiliztrtion of lignocellulosic fibers as trller in thermoplastic
composites has shown the possible application of these naterial groups. Promising
technology is merging for using recycled plastic with low-grrrde filler, such as wood saw
dust (WSD) to produce high performance composites product []. The bur:geoning of
interests in the development of products having unique properties and cost benefits
from the combination of wood and other r:rw materials, such as plastics, or concrete as
a matrix evolved in rhe 1990s [4].

Malaysia is one of the developing corrntries which ale abundantly endowed with
agricultural resJurces like vegetable oils, lignocellulosic fibers, and scraps from thb,wood-
based industry. There are vast quantities of rignocellulosic fiberS,available as a waite in
Malaysia. Natural fiber has very high potential as compositcs fiiler as they have properties
that are comparable to synthetic filler. Kerraf, wood fiber, empty fNit,'bufidhes (EFB),
and coir has shown good performance as composites filler [51. Moreover, they seem to be
economically attractive, particuiarly light wciglit, have low densities; easily processed, non-
hazardous, has high durability, renewable, and their availability is more or less unlimited
[6-9]' Wood saw dust is a high quality wood waste and is a side product of the wood
processing industry. It has high potential as coniposites filler in polymer thermoplastic
and has been used to replace synthetic fibers !,41. which are difficult to recycle. Wood saw
dust has fibrous structures, which function as a reinforcenrent in plastic. In addition to
being biodegradable and recyclable, lignocellulosic material llso provide good insulating
and mechanical properties when used as reinforcement filleL. However, lignocellulosic
fibers have ver', low resistance.on environmental influences. The hydrophilic nature
of lignocellulosic fibers which',ilimit.i,,the compatibility betu'een filler and matrix, also
causes dimensional instabilittrrrrwhen eip-osed to moisture. They are also susceptible to
dccomposition by fuqglou".b_aelbrja, andi insects, have high inflammability and have
degladable surface ry,!i6n'6, osed' to light (photc-sensitiveness) [I0]i.:i

a filler in thermpp.lastiblco*pg,ililes [2,4]. The properties of composites come directly from
their structu;*:ithb$B i$l[WoilEh mixture of the filler and plastic. The matrix effectively
coats the particle as a"thin layer, as shcwn in Figrrre l.

The combinatjon ofi:plastic and lignocellulosic fillel has caused the escala.ting cost of
raw maieiial an(;energy, light weight high performance materials product. In this study,
rccycled p$lypropylene (RPP) was used as it can accept various types of fillers and

,.,,|:,;i.r,;; r!

Frllel

Figure 1. The fillets ere completely coated rvith plastic.

I + [Vorr A3B2 8.07r/YJ] [S,t2.2005-3:339m1 [l-14] [Pasu tto. 2] flilsl Pno|]tt {Sagr)Jrp/jffP-62060.3d (JflP) Palsr: JRP-62000 l(syword 
I
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RPP-WSD Composites - Effect of Filler Size and Loading

reinforcements, such as glass fibers, glass sphere, talc, asbestos, mica, wallastonite, calcium
carbonate, and silica [11]. Pclyprdpylene (PP) belongs to polyolefin family, has a linear
structure that can be melted and remolded a few times. The PP is also available abundantly
as a waste material, causing environmental probletns [2]. In order to reduce this problem,
PP can be recycled at their end life phase, producing new value added product with lower
production costs. Recycling has been continually imploved and new technology have been
developed which enables wastes to be reused [2,(3]. T]re PP has high softening point
and its mechanical properties are constant at ambient temperature, has dimensional
consistency, impact resistance, and high strength-to-weight ratios [4]. The objective
of this study is to determine thc effect of different filler loz:ding (0, r 0, 20, 30, 40, aiid 50%)
and filler size (100, 2l2,and 300pm) on the mechanical and water absorption pii,bberties
of the composites.

MATEI(IALS AND METHODS

Vlaterials Preparation

Wood saw dust was obtaineC from a Chuah Joo sawmili. The WSD was sieved
and segregated accordingly to 3 sizes ( I 00, 212, and 300 pm) using Restch Test Sieve. Each
mcshed WSD was dried in an oven to remove the moistule priol to Soxhlet extraction in
the next process. The drying phase was necessary to protect wood from excessive drying
stresses that cause defects and degradation. Soxhlet appnratus was prepared using 4: I : I
mixture of toluene, ethanol, and acetone fo.r 3 h. The extriCied WSD was then dried in
oven at l05oC overnight before bcing cooled in dessicator ovel silica gel. The RPP used
was supplied by local plastic manufacturer'. The RPP was crushed using crusher model
54301 into smaller particle size fo:; processing.

Mixing Procrss ::1:''

.''

The composites wereo;itHlUp['iUn ilsiile S different filler loading (0, 10, 20,30,40, and
50% wlw) for each fill{i;size QAn,2l2, and 300 pm). The mixrule of WSD and RPP was
compounded usingtwihiqcrew cxtruder model Haakc Rheodli"c 500. The extruder was
prc-heated to lp0dC.,Tlie'qomposite mix-ure wa.s added gradually intc the hopper and
observed to erNure tli,pf.r,:,t"he WSD blended u,el! with RPP and avertcd clogging of the
mixture in the -'"itruder. lilhe extrusion strands were cooled before being palletized using.

.1:;::;;:i:,1i:;:,,,,. 
,, 1: I .

ComnreslioniMolding
: j:..:1j:::):.

Palleti2ed'cgmposites were weighed accold.ing to the volume of the rnold. Paliets were
spread in thdmold that has been covered with a trausparcncy to prevent the melting pallet
from sticking to the mold. The mold was then pressed for 20min at 190"C at'8 tonnes
,using Carver Laboratory Press model 'M'.

Testing

Three types of mechanical testing were conducted in this study, as followed frorn
the previous study [5]. Tensile and flexural tests of the composites specimens were
cerried out according to ASTM D3139 and ASTM D 790 standards respectively, using an

€a

lvrr:A3828.07r/Ul [8.t2.2005-3r33pml [l-14] [tasr ilo. 3] RITSI PR0Cfs iSaelJrp/lBP-82050.3d (Jflf) hper: JBP-62060 |(eyword



4 g.p.S.A. KHALTL Er AL.

Instron Universal Testing Machine Model lll4. The Charpy impact tests were calried
out on un-notched samples acco|ding to ASTM D25rj Standard, using an Impact
Pendulum Tester (Zwick) Model 5101. A minimum of 20 samples were tested in each
ca-se. Water absorption property of the composites was determined according to
ASTM D570' The samples were weighed and immersed in watcr up to t00 days. Then
they were removed, blotted vrith tissue papef to rernove the excess water on surface,
and the weight was recordcd. The water absorption was r;alculated according to the
Equation I [5].

Water absorption, wA(%) :42- Mi x 100

where: M2 is the mass of the sample after iramer.sion (g); M1 is rhe ru5 oi the same
samplc before immersion (g).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ::..... ..;.|;:iI.

Figures 2-6 show the tensile properties of WSD-RPP composites. Figure 2 shows that
tensile strength decreases as filler loading increased,,e,xpFpt'at t\yo WSb ioading where the
value dropped slightly. The reduction is possrbly dil! to oVerheating during cimpression
molding, which effected the burning of WSD and weaken the strength of the composite.
Higher filler loading did not improved the st;.'ength:::of the composites, in contrast reduced
the properties. The phenomenon occurred because of poor mrir ix-filler bonding as WSD
Ioading increased. Similar trends also showed with the increment of filler size. Smaller
particle (l00pm) size showed better reinforcing properties ccmpared to the bigger filler
size (212 and 300 pm). Smaller WSD size iends to blend well with RPP marrix as ihey have
bigger surface area, which en€bles RPP matrix to bind entirely with WSD particle.
The higher tensile strength of !J.54 MPa was gainecl by composites with I0% filler loading

Fr@

% Filer loading (WSD)

Flgure 2. Effect of filler size and filler loading on tensite strength oi WSD-Rpp composites.
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RPP-l'VSD Composites - EJlbct o/ Fi,ller Size atrl Loarlittg

RPP
1.64 GPa

%Flller loadlng (WgD)

Flgute 3, Eftect of filier size and filler loading on tensile modulus ot WSD-RPP cornposites.

RPP
6.91olo

+- 100pm -+ 21?pm -r.- 300pm I

% Flller loading iWSD)
FiSl!,!;j,.4. Eftect ot tilter size and filter loading on etongation ot WSD-RPP composites.

of l00pm WSD, followed by 30% filler loading w!th stiength of I4.98MPa. Composites
with 50% filler loading and particle size 300 pnr dispiayed the lowcst value tensile strength,
dropped by 50% of the highest tensile stlength vrlue of 7.6MPa.

Unlike tensile strength, the tensile modulus incleased as fillei loading increased from
l0 to 40oh (Figure 3). However, above 40o/o, the tensile modulus decreased as filler'
Ioading increased. The drop is due to poor conrpatibility of WSD and RPP matrix nt
high loading. WSD at high loading tends to fcrm agglomelate, which caused poor
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H.P.S.A. KHALIL ET AL.

RPP
21.10

-o- 100pm -r- 2lzpm -}.300pm I

% Filler loading (W{.iD)

Figure 5, Etfect ot filler size and filler loading cn fle:<t;ral strength ot WSD-RPP colnposltes.
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Flgule 6. Effect of liller size and tiller loading on flexural modulus ol WSD-RPP composltes.

incorporation between polar filler and nonpolar rrratl'ix. ThLrs, it has affected the stiffness
of composites, because without modifrcaticjn, coupling agent or binder, the mixing
between WSD and RPP is harder, pr;malily when the fillel loading was raised. In general,

we note that the increase of filler size has increasecl the tensile modulus of the composites.
The lowest tensile modulus of l.36GPa rvas obtained flom 50% filler-loading of

+ [Ver:.4382 807r/lll] [8.12.2005-3:33pm] [l-14] [Pase llo.6] tlflSI PR00[S {Sar)lrp/lfiP-ti2050,3d (JnP) Patsr: JflF6206! l(eword



RPP-LVSD Composites - Effect of Filler Size and Loadittg

300pm WSD, followed by 212 (l.65GPa) and l00pm (l.74GPa) of the same WSD
Ioading [6].

Figure 4 shows the elongation of samples before break. [t cal] be seen that, elongation
at break of composites decreased ploportionally to the incleased percentage of WSD
filling. It obviously proved that the redrrctiorr of RPP pcrccntage has leduced the duc-
tility and elongation of the composites. Also, thc increase of WSD size has caused the
composites to become more brittle witir less elongation. As the size of the filler increased
(212 and 300 pm), the elongation has decreased Cuc to poor compatibility bctween WSD
fillel and RPP matrix Id,17]. Thus, the interfaoial strength also reduced and caused the
failure of composites with bigger filler size. As we can see, the highest percentage
of elongation of 3.51o/o was obtained from l0% filler loading of l00gm WSD Whereas
the lowest value, 0.24oh (which is 3.270/" less) u'as obtained fron-r 50%o fillg1.,,,[6ading 6f
300pm WSD.

The flexural strength of samples were determined to measure the ability of composites
to withstand bending forces applied perpendiculal tc irs longitudinal axis or the maxrmum
stress in ihe outer layer of the test specimen at rupture. Three point bending test was
performed to study the effect of filler size anC filler loading cn flexural behavior.

Flexuralstrength increased with WSD loaciing Lrp to 30%. Flowever, beyond that point,
the composites show reduced properties. This occurrence implied that the samples with
higher WSD filling were unable to withstand high,:r stless, At this stage, the interac-
tions between WSD and RPP matrix wefe very poor, v,,here the anrount of WSD filled
did not sufficientll' wet through with the matrix. Highest flexulal stress was obtained at
30% filler loading for each filler size. The values are 25.96,'25.62, and 24.99MPa for 300,
212, and l00pm, respectively, There are bnly slight differences between these values,
sho"ving reduction of only I to 2o/o when using different size of MISD for the composites.
Unlikt: tensile. properties, 300pm filler size showed the hest fortifyirrg capabilities as it
shows highest flexure strength compared to the,other sizes (212 and 100 pm). This may be
attributed to bigger particle si2c (300pm) that allowed better bonding, enhancing
restraining between WSD gnd RPp when;flexure stress is applicd (Figure 5).

Flexural modulus was obtained from the load-det'lection cur'!es plotted during the test.
In sontrast with flexurdlj$trength;:,,the trend for the moduius shows increase of value as the
WSD size filled in conif'bsites incieased as shown in Figure 6. It indicated that smaller
particle size (10-0,,[d)linflUenoe.thb stiffness of the composites ancl increased the modulus.
The stiffness ahd mo lus value also increased as the frllel loading increased tl0,l6l.

The toughneSs:,,of composites shown in Figure 7 Toughness indicates energy gained
of the comp,osite5 rb-e.fo:e the failure. The ilcrement of load filier pelcentage reduced the
toughness bpdause WSD has increased the stiffness of tire composite which also lessen
the toughness of composites. Composites with l0% filler loading displayed the highest
toughnesS,,behavior for each size. The highest value, 0.23 J was obtained by 300 pm V/SD,
followed by 2l2pm and the lowest was l00pm, being 0.19 and 0.17J respectively. The
highest value of toughness of composites (0:23I) is 77% higher than the t'oughness
of RPP without filler loading (0.l3 J). Compcsites with bigger fillel size (300 pm) ciisplayed
better toughness compared to the smaller'fillcr sizc (l00pm) This was due to better
adhesion between bigger particle size of IVSD and RPP matrix. Bigger particles provided
larger area for the bonding.

Figure 8 shows result of impact strength of the composires. In gcneral, the impact
strength improvec as filler size decreased. In this case, samples with srnaller' filler size ( 100 pm)
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Fig"ure L Etfect ol filter size and filler loading on llcxural strength ot tl,tSD-RPP cornposlles.

posed higher homogeneity and relatively higher absorption energy than larger ones
(212 and 300 pm) of impact strength. This reflected rhe reduction of impact cnergy during
crack formation and failure [6]. However, the inrpzict strength decleased as filler loading
increased. This was due to the stiffness increment u'hich simultaneously reduced the

impact strength as filler loading increased.
Figure 9 shows the SEM micrograph was taken on the impact surlace failure.

The results show that poor' filler-matrix bonding between WSD frller and RPP matrix
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RPP-WSD Composites - Effect of Filler Size and Loadhtg

Flgure 9. SEM micrograph ol impact trccturc ot filler-matrix bondlng on (A) 100p.m & (B) 212pm
WSD filler (X 500), showing good fiiler-matrix bonding, tiber tailure; and (C) 300 1m WSD tiller (X 500) showing
poor f i I ler- matrix bon d i ng.
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Figure 10, SEM nicrograph,o! impact fracture of fillermattix bonding on: (A) 30% WSD tiller loading (Xl00),
showing good tjler-matrlx bondlng and (B) 50!. WSD tiller loading (X 100) showing poor filler-matrix bonding,
many fiber pullpu[ ..::, ,

'.. 
' '. :.: i

as ,W-SD filler si2o: increased (up to 300 pm). Figule 9(A) and (B) shows the fracture
of impaCt failure of 100 and 2t2pm WSD fillcr loading, respectively. With
compaii$ep, l00pm filler size WSD exhibited berter'filler-rnatlix bonding than 212pm
filler size.,i|These figures also show that fiber lailule, in sorne cases it seems to occur with
rotation around the cell wall, following the microfibrilous structure. These would be

expected to inuease the energy absorbing properties of the conrposites. Hence, this
phenomena reflects to hign mechanical properties and low water absorption of
composites. Figure 9(C) shows poor filler-matlix bonding of composites. The figure
clearly shows that, initial crack tip of filler matrix bonding and short fiber pull-out.
Figure l0(A) and (B) shows the SEIVI miclograph o[lailr.rre surface of 30 and 50% filler
loading in the order. We can see poor homogeneity of 50o1, filler loading with lots of
voids as compared to 30o/o filler loading.
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R,'P-WSD Composites - Effect of Filler Size uncl Loaditrli ll

Days of lmmerslon ' :'

Flgure 11. Ettect of filler loadirg on water absotption of 100 pm IVSD-RPP composites.
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F,,lg,u.re tZ Effect of tillet loading on water absorption ol 212 pm WSD-RPP composites.

Figures I l-13 show water lbsorption plopelties of sarnples of ea'ch filler
size composites. All the plots illustrate same trend, whereby watel uptake of the

composites increased as filler loading increased. This is Lrecause the more hydLoxyl
groups are available, the more wrter is absolbed. As rve cornpale, the absorption also

increased as the size of filler increased. Alsc, bigger particle size tends to absorb more

water during the test. The interaction between filler-matrix lronding has altered
hydrophilic nature of WSD and decreased the wi:tel uptake by the composites as

compared to WSD [7].
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Flgure 13. Ettect of f,ller loading on water absctption ot 300 p,m WSD-RPP composiles.

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusrons from this study are surnmarized as follows:

l. In general, recycled polypr,rpylene (RPP) filied wood saw dust (WSD) composites

exhibited lower mechanical and water.&bsorption propeities than cast RPP alone.

Composites with smaller l!!l$r:.:,size (l00pm) displaycd higher tensile and impact
properties compared to the;llaiger ones (212 and 300pm). It is believed that better filler
dispersion is the main factiil responsible fol the observed tlcnds.
Increased filler loadJn& from:,10 to 50o of WSD in RPP, displayed decreased tensile

strength and impadit''biCpei,tieS; Uut increased flexulal stlength and mcdulus (except at

)S
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2.

J.

4Oozir filler loading;,Above). ,

4. The interacf-,i9n,-,brygcn WSD and RPP has reduced the rate of water absotptron of
t.re compgjiteSit-Watei'uptakc increased as WSD size and loading increascd.' ;1.
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r\bstract
The loarl rating and structural strengths of the. material handling pallers made from wood fillersand oil'palmJiber composites were inaiia using comput", modZirng and/inite element analysis.A conventional stringe-r-class paller was mo.delid usiig sotidwoiks modeler and analyzed undersupport and load conditions lcrown as 'stacked on, ur"it i,oa nigi,. The mechani":it ilri-pnyri"otproperties such as uhi.mate tensile s.trength tensile modulus aid density of the wooi jft"r, oraoi.l'palm/iber composites were used as i, irpr1, into-the analysis. pctllets made f.om woodfillers,oil-palm composites, cts..wel!as the_polypropytene alonu *erL used in the study. r,he comparativestudy has shown that oil-palm-ABS'compoiiie pailet hqs the highest load rating of 32gt kg and amaximum deflection of 6.19 mm.

Introduction
Promising technology is eYolving for using w^aste or low grade wood component with polyolefinplastic (polypropylene) to make-an array"of high perfoimance reinforced composite products(Krzysik et al',1991). The utilization of fillers fr6m'various sources into polypropylene (pp) hasbeen an accepted route tc achieve enhancement in rnaterial properties or cost saving possibilities.'fhese fillers can be categorized as inorganic (such as carbon black, silica, calcium carbonate andtalc) and organic. Calcium carbonate an-d talc are traditionalry used fillers in most plastic industry(Hattotuwa et al',2002). However, organic fillers have become u ,trong competitor to inorganicfillers during the past few years. This iray ue due to their low densities, low cost, high durabilityana.uiglgqadability (Bledzki et al., 1999; Bledzki er at.,200r;otrrnun et at.,2xL2;Hanotuwaet a1.,2002). -" ' -vv'' v'r

In recent years' use of {ibers and powders derived from agricultural sources (such as sisal fiberand oil palm empfy fruit bunch) has become a subject of iiterest in polymer composites, mainlydue to the aforementioned advantages. Besides the improvement in the mechanical properties ofthe composites, environme,ttal conlern is believed to be one of the driving forces behind tne useof natural fiber (Bledzki et ar., 1999; Brcdzki et ar., zcor; or"rnan et ar.,2002). potentiar
products made of natural fiber-reinfoiced composites (NFRC) include automobile and truckcomponent and packaging application like containerr, rui* uno pattets.,However, most of theexisting products were restricted to low-load or toad-free uffliJutionr. Indeed, natural fiberreinfbrced composites have great potential for use in load uearing applications for the materialhandling pallets, crates, bo<es, etf. currently, nearly 400 milliois wood pallets are producedannualfy, accounting for 86 percent of all pillets ,ia 1v"coy, zoot). Most pallets are rnadefrom wood mainly because wood is cheap and easily avai!J..'ilooa pallets, however, couldundergo degradation due to environment factors such as heat, moisture and fungus attackespecially when used in open space. Although NFiLc pallets 

"nuii 
urro undergo degradation dueto an attack by nricro-organisms, the resista-nce to microbiological degradation can be improvedby means of chemical modification (Hill er a|.,2001). rnis iiaterial, therefore, has significantpotential for use as ra.w tnaterial in the fabrication of pallets.rp..i"lrv due to the large quanrityof agricultural waste fibers and fillers available, and the need to recycle plastic products.



The advantage of using c.omputer for designing and anaryzing (eiao et ar.,l99g;wtt er a1.,2003;Lim et al',2003) the pallets is that t.u.Ll disigns.un u.looi.led and tested theoreticaly todetermine their load ratings before the actual prJduct is fabricated, hence reducing overall costand time involved in the fibrication of the actu;lprotorype.

This work presents the modeling and finite element analyses (FEA) of natural fiber-reinforcedcomposite pallets made. frotn oil palnr, wood fillers ana recyclecl polypropylene in order toinvestigate their load ratings. I-o.ad'ratings of several .orp*it". *ere carried out under supportcondition 'stacked one unit load high' u-no tttr results were tiren compared with load rating ofpolypropylene pallet.

Modeling and FEA

l,,tJting-.-t:-!lass pallet, namely pallet rnodel-l (see Fig.1) with dimensions l200mm(L) x
l000mm(w) x l00mm (H) was cieatetj using ^So/;dr orks 

"moieler. 
This model was used in FEAsoftvrare, Cosmos/u'orks to determine its loa-d r:.tings. Four materials were specified in separateruns:

Analysis l:40%o wood flour-60%pp cornposites;
Analysis 2: coarse wood sawdust_pp compositesj
Analysis 3: oil palm empry fruit bunch fibers.ABS (Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-styrene) composites;Analysis 4: recycleC pp plastic;

AII the mechani-cal prooetties of the natu?al fiber-reinforced conrposites rvere determined fromprevious work (Lim et a1.,2003: Shanaz et a1.,2003) aneJ are shown in Table L Loading andsupport condition, stacked one unit load high (see Fig.2) sirnulates a situation *hrre pallet, ureput in warehouse storageor shipping an,t tnJ corrcrete-floor supports the lowest pallet in the stack.Due to this reason, the bottom deik boarcls of the pailet, *rr. defined as fixed in :he FEAanalysis' A factor of safety (F'o-S) of l.-s is justifiable for this support condition of sracked oneunit load high in order to avold over designing ancl prematur. iuitur. during loading (Dieter,1976)' since the load yl.applicd uniforrily on top cleck boards of the pallets, the effectivepressure could be calculated for given ur"u, A using the foilowing equation:

vrhere P is the effective pressure and F is the force acting on the area. The maxirnlm loads ofeach pallet under stacked one.unit Joad high are tabrrlated in Table 2. The ra'eights and strength-to.weighr ratio are also given in Table 2.

(t)P: F
A

Table I The mechanical and physical properties of natural fiber-reinforced composite materials.

Coarse

wood
sawdust-

PP

21.740 13.302

Modulus of
Elasticity, (Gpa ?,.410 r.r50

Poisson Ratio 0.30

OPFRC (OPF.
ABS)

WFRC
(wood filler

-pp\

Material Propcrty

Ultimate Tensile
Strengtlr, (MPa)

lo40 i r rqs
Density, (kg/m') 830



Uppcr
deckboards

Stringers

Fig.l Solid model of stringer-class pallet.

Fig. 2 Support arrd load conclition of pallet for stacked one unit load hish.

Results and discussion
From the results of analyses shown in Table 3 under suppoft condition ,stacked one unit loadhigh', the oil-palnr fiber-ABS composite pallet was found to have the highest load rating of3281'5kg and the lorvest maximum deflection of 6.190mrn under this maximum load. Thesmaller maximum deflecticn of oil-palm fiber-ABS composite pallet compared to other materialsis due to the higher modulus of elasticity. The load rating of .ourc. wood sawdust-pp r,ompositepallet and wood flour-PP composite were founcl to d itil.;k; and 2022.2kg respectively.Comparisons of the load ratings of coarse wood sawciusrPp comp5site pallet and wood flour-ppcomposite pailet shows that the strengtir of fiber-reinforr.o .oriorite depends considerably onthe fiber-matrix inte:face. A well form-=ed interface allows stress to transfer from the matrix to thefiber, and thus increasi!8 the strength of matelial. The load rating of polypropylene pallet was
P*1t9 be 1805.1kg showing thaithe reinforcement Lrsinl nii"i in.r.uses the strengrh morethan 3 times in the case of oil-palm-ABS composite.

For the support condition 'stacked one unit load high', the deflection under maximum lead is animportant parameter ttrat determines failure ota paTleibecause the thickness of a standard palletjack fork is 83 omm and, thus deflection fhat causes trr" g"p L"t*een the uppcr and lowerdeckboards to reduce to below 83.0 mm is not acceptable , i,e. a deflection of more than I g.0 mmis not allowed.

Results in Table 3 also show that oil-palm fiber-ABS c<.,mposite pallet is the mosr lightweightpallet (28'12 kg) wtereas pallet made from polypropylene alone has the highest weight.comparison of load capacitv-to-weight ratio rto*r irrut puri;; made from oil-palm-ABScomposite have the highest value, followed by wood uar"o'-pF-"omposite and polypropylene

I{eight =

Disiributed load

Support



pallets' These results reveal that the obvious advanrage of using natural fiber-reinforced
composites (either in powder or fiber form) irr the manufacfure of matJrials hanciling pallers.

Table 2 maximum deflections, load capabilities, weights and load-to-weight ratios of pallcts made from
different materials.

Maximum Load-to-weight
deflection, mm

Weight, kg
ratio,

3281 .5

202.2.2
57.30

3 r04.5
88. t0

46.50

Conclusions
FEA analyses results show:d that oil-palm fiber-ABS composite pallet has the higlrest loadcapacity compared to pallcts rnade from the other materials investigated. [n addition, oil-palm-ABS.composite pallet-has the highest load-to-weight ratio. However, in comparison of cost,wood based-polypropy-lene 

"o.poiit" becomes another alternative since this composite can bemade without undergoing c<mpiicatecl ancl costly manufacturin! pro.rrr. Besides, reformabilityand moderate load rating of tiris compositc material are anotliei advantages 
"orp-.d tc oil-palm-ABS composite.
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5.0

CHAPTER 5

FASTENING STUDY

Iutroduction

In structures composed of poly;ner matrix composite materials, components

must be joined srrch tlrat overall sti'ucture retains its structural integrit5' while it is

performing its intended function (Vinson, 1989).,According to Stokes (1989), joining of

plastic and plastic composites is becoming important for several reasons. First, such

materials are increasingly being used in complex structural assemblies, in which joining

considerations and oost are becoming important. Besides, the emerging structural

(load bearing) applications of polymeric materials require structural joittts that must

withstand static and fatigue loads. Joining metallic structures is a mature technology

involving riveting, bolting, welding, glueing, braz.ing, soldering and othe;' methods.

However, for most polymer matrix cornposites only mechanical fastening and adhesive

bonding can be utilized (Vinson, 1989; Stokes, 1989).

A mechanical connection consists of two or more members joined together with

one or more fasteners. Mechanical connections are important because they provide

continuity tc the joined members and strength and stability to the system (Committee of

ASCE, 1997). Mechanical fastening can either be permanent, or consist of joints that

can be fastened and unfasterred. Snap firs, screws (includes bolts and nuts) and metal

inserts are used to provide operable joints while ri,rets are examples of methods used

for achieving permanent joints (Stokes, 1989; Spotts and Shoup,,1998). llowever, this

chapier focuses only on mechanicai fasteners used in the assembly of the pallet.

According to Mackerle (2C03), fasteners are immensely important in the assembly of

machine, furniture, pallets, automobile, etc. As links for interacting parts, they are used

to transmit forces created by a load to the joined parts. The advantage of mechanical

fasteners is that, despite their design simplicity, they provide a high clamping force and
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ease of disassembly for maintenance. Mechanical fasteners, therefore, have been

used almost worldwide since the 14tn century (Sase et a\.,1998).

Selection of a fastener for a specific design application depends on the type of

connection ancj thd required strength. Each connection must be designed to transmit

forces adequately and provide satisfactory performance for the life of the structure

without causing splitting, cracking or excessive deformation of the joint members

(Committee of ASCE, 1997).

The main objective of this part of the research is to find a suitable fastening

method, mechanical fastener types and sizes tbr used in assembly of the stringer-class

natural filler composiie pallet shown in Figure 5.1. ln order to achieve the above

objective, the following sub-objectives were identified:

1) To investigate the ease of fastening the screws to the composite materials with

and without pre-drilling process.

2) To investigate the minimum depth to which the guide hole needs to be drilled in

order to enable various screw sizes (#3 to #10) to penetrate into the composite

easily.

3) To compare the ease of rastening the composite material using different screw

types, namely woodscrews and tapping screws.

4) To determine the minimum distance between two screws, minimum edge

distance and minimum end distance of screws to the members in order to

assemble the parts without cracking.

5) To compare the ease of fastening for c.lifferent compositions of composite

nraterials witlr increasing filler contents.
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Upper
deck boards

Figure 5.1 : Sclid model of strirrger-class pallet.

5.1 Screw Terminology

A screw thread is a ridge of uniform section in the form of a helix on the internal

or external surface of a cylinder (Figure 5.2). External threads are screw threads on

bofts, woodscrews and studs while internal threads are referred to nuts and tapped

holes (Blake, 1986). The screw threads have capability to develop arrd transfer

tremendous forces when properly assernbled. With this reason, some basic knowledge

about screw threads such as the threacl profile and screw terminology is necessary.

Figure 5.2 sltows that the thread profile is made up of crest, root and flanks

where the flanks join between root and crest. Besides, Figure 5.2 also shows the

terminology of the screw threads as follow: pitch, p is the distance measured parallel to

the thread axis between adjacent threads. Unified threads are designatedin r,umberof

threads forms per inch, N. An important relationship between pitch and threads per

inch (TPl) is:

Ip=F

Stringers
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Figure 5.2: Typical spaced threads (Resource: http://www.jglen.com, 2000).

The major diameter, D is the largest diameter of a screw thread while the minor

diameter, d is the smallest diameter of screw thread (Blake, 1986). The major diameter

can be measured with a simple caliper or slot gauge accurately enough to determine

its nominal diameter. fhe measurement of major diameter is taken on the crest.

Besides, the minor diameter requires specialist measuring equipment for technical

accuracy. The thread profile for woodscrews and tapping screws are named as spaced

threads profile. These screws are designed to form their own thread especially on a

pre-drilled hole. The diameter of imperial spaced threads can be expressed as gauge

number or nominal size, # (http://vwvw.jglen.com, 2000). An example given in training

manual by James Glen Pty Lfd (2000) shor,vs that a standard tapping screw of size #6-

20 is defined where 6 is the gauge number (equivalent to 0.138 inches) and 20 refers

to the threads per inch of the tapping screws. For metric spaced threads, however,

unlike Unified threads, the imperial designations of the above tapping'screw, is g:ven

as M6-1 .27, where prefix 'M' represents the metric system, 6 is thread with nominal

major diameter of 6 mm while the threads per inch (TPt) is represented in form of

thread pitch, p which is 1.27 mm (equivalent to 0.05 inch).
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5.1.1 Wood Screws

Wood screws are nonlrally used as fasteners in the assembly of wood

structures. Nowadays, the manufacture cf all woocl screws must comply with American

National Standards lnstitute/American Society of Mechanical Engineers' (ANSI/ASME)

Standard 818.6.1 (Kent, 1950). Thewood screws arethread forming screws and are

generally available in three types, such as flat, oval or round heads (Figure 5.3). The

flat head screw is most commonly used if a flush surface is desired. The principal parts

of a screw are the head, slrank, thread and core (Figure 5.3). The root diameter for

most sizes of screws averages about two-tlrirds the shank diameter and wood screws

musi be threaded along at least two-thirds of tlreir length. Wood screws are usually

made of steel, brass or alloys and may have specific coating such as nickel, chromiu.m

or cadmium. The wood screws are classified according to material, type, finish, shape

of head and diameter (gauge of the shank). Several dimensions of American Standard

WoocJ Screws which u'ere used in this study are given in Table 1 (Kent, 1950).-l-he

terms of a typical flat head woodscrew such as nead diameter, width of slot, depth of

slot, etc which are illustrated in Table 5.1 are illustrated in Figure 5.4.

Gage or
, diemgter
of shank

--1
Ilc'Er

E Core or
root
dlarneter

Figure 5.3: Common types of wood screws: (A) Flat head; (B) Round head; and (C)
Oval head (Resource: Kent, 1950).

I

I
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I
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Figure 5.4: Typical flat head woodscrew with designated symbols (Resource: Kent,
1 e50).

Table 5.1: Several dimensions of American Standard Wood Screws (ASA B1 8.6-1947 ,

alldimensions are in inchesare tn Kent.1950

Nominal
size, #

Diameter
D

Threads
per inch

Flat head .
Head

Diameter,
max, A

Height
of

l{ead,
max. H

width
of slot,
min, J

Depth of
slot. T

Flat head,
min

3 0.099 24 0.1 99 0.059 0.027 0.017
4 0.112 22 0.225 0.067 0.031 0.020
5 0.125 20 4.252 0.075 0.036 0.022
o 0.138 18 0.279 0.083 0.039 0.024
8 0.1 64 15 0.332 0.1 00 0.045 0.029
9 0.177 14 0.358 0.1 08 0.045 0.032
10 0.1 90 13 0.385 0.116 0.050 0.034

5.1.2 Tapping Screws

Current trends in fastenings of wood or composite materials also include the

tapping screw (Figure 5.5). Tapping .screws, also known as sheet metal screws, have

threads the full length of the shank and rnay have some advantages for certain specific

applications. For instance, they are heat treated and hardened and may be used in

applications that required more corrosion resistance. Besides, they can be used in

aluminum castings, plywood, soft and high inrpact plastics. There are various types of

tapping screws in the market, namely type 'A', type 'AB', type 'B' and type 'BP'. Only

two of them, Vpe 'A' and 'AB' tapping screws have a fairly sharp point, known as gimlet

point which is suitable to be used in fastening wiih small pilot hole on the materials

while the others have flat tip. Several dimensions of type 'A' tapping screw which were
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used in this study can be referred to ANSI Standards 818.6.4-1998

(http://www.sm ithfast.com, 2000).

Figure 5.5: Type 'A' countersink tapping screw.

5.2 Comparison of Thread Series

The current Unified Coarse thread series (UNC) is patterned on the thread

series introduced by Whitworth in the mid-19th century. Over years, as production

capabilities improved, many special purpose thread series were developed. For

fasteners, there are four common thread series, namely (i) Unified Coarse (UNC), (ii)

Unified Fine (UNF), (iii) 8-thread (8UN) and (iv) Metric Coarse (M). According to Blake

(1986), fine threads are bette;'for tapping thin walled members. Fine threads are also

easier to tap in hard materials since less metal is being removed. On the other hand,

coarse threads are better for tapping brittle material, which tend to crumble such as the

composite materials. Besides, coarse threads can tolerate more abuse during handling

and can be easier to assemble and disassemble while fine threads provide better

adjustment accuracy because of their smaller helix angles and require less torque to

develop a given tension. ln other vvords, use of coarse or fine thiead series fasteners

depends more on the physical property of the materials and their puroose of

applications. Coarse threads are used in the fastening study due to its ease in tapping

brittle material anC are easier to fasten and unfasten compared to fine threads series.
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5.3 Methodology

5.3.1 Preparation of Test Specirnens for Fastening Study

Two molds wete used to prepare the test specimens used in the fastening

study as shown in Figure 5.6. The thicker mold was used to prepare specimens

assumed as deck board while the other mold was used to prepare the stringer. The

raw materials, comprising of wood filler and crushed recycled plastic were pcured into

the mold and hot-pressed in a hot-press rnachine under 190"C for 20 min at BMPa.

The molds were then cold pressed inside the machine with power switched o'f for 24

hours in order to allow homogenous boards to be formed. These boards were then cut

into the dimensions of 100mm (L) ' 50mm (W) ' tSmm (T)and 4Cmm (L) " 40mm (W)

x 50mm (T) respectively. Figure 5.7 shows the hot-pressed boards before cuttrng while

Figure 5.8 shows of the test specimens after cutting to their dimensions,

(a)
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(b)

Figure 5.6: Molds used for preparing test specimens (a) deck boards, (b) stringers
used in fastening study.

Four different combinaticns of reinforced composites of wood fillers and

recycled plastic were used, with increase of wood fillers content in steps of 10% to

40%. Since the most suitable fastening method will be later applied to the futl sLe

pallet, the thickness of the actual pallet size was used during fonning of x,re test

specimens for the fastening study. The assernbly of the deck board to the stnnger of a

pallet model is sno,tm in Figure 5.9. The other unrelated dimensions such as lengrth

and width of the specimens were scaled dorrn with the condition that they still have

sufficient space for edge distance end distance and spacing between ,*o 
=61'gws 

ij'ris

saves material required in fubrication of the test specimens. WoorJscrews and tapprng

screws of nominal size from #3 (2.5146mm) to #10 (4.8260mm), (except screws of srze

#7 (3.835mm)) were used for f,astening the various members of the scaled down ano

fulf s2e pallet model. lt was not possible to obtain size#7 screw from local suppliers.
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Figure 5.7: Top view of boards used in the fastening study.

Figure 5.8: lmage of the test specimens used in fastenirrg study after cutting.

Part of deckboard

Part of stnnger

Figure 5.9: The acfual thickness of the fastening members which simulates and
assembly of full size pallet (All dimensions are in millimeters).

*=T
'ol
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5.3.2 Fastening Study of Wood Fillersfotyryropylene Composites

A cordless driver tool, ('NlcEMANo model NM60o) shown in Figure 5.10 was

used to fasten the screws into the composite material in the fastening study. Before the

start of fastening study, two important factors that need to be considered are (i)

clamping of the work piece and (ii) sel'ection of an appropriate torque setting of the

cordless driver tool. All the work pieces were set up properly and fastened securely

before performing the drilling or driving operation, especially when drills up to 9.5 mm

!n diameterwere used (Krarand Oswalds, lg7l).

An appropriate torque setting of the cordless driver tool was required to prevent

driving the screw too deep or prevent damage to the tool. Too low torque value can

resuft in unnecessary wear of fasteners as well as the parts being secured. lf

insufficient pressure is applied to the fasteners, uneven loads will be transmitted

throughout the assembly which may result in excessive wear or premature failure. Hlgh

torque value can be equally damaging because of failure of screw from over-stessing.

Besides, the torque setting of the tool also depends on the type and size of the screurs

and materials used in the apptication (cordtess driver tool user gui<ie, 2X()zl.There are

15 torque settings on the cordless driver tool used in this i-esearch, rr'hbh the brque

wlue can be adjusted using the torque adjusting knob shown in Figure 5.10. The

brque setting on tre drillwas adjusted to the lowest vafug of '1'during tastenlrp str!
h order to prevent damage of the test specimens caused by hgh torque-
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Figure 5.10: lmage of cordless drill and driver too!, 'NICEMANo model NMOOO.

The cordless drive:'tool was used ini$ally to fasten the screw into the composite

material without prior dritling process. lf the first step does not work, a piloUlead hole is

required in order to fasten the screw to join the fastening members. A pilot hole of

certain diameter and depth has to be deternrined or driled in order to enable the screw

to penetate into the material. Both underszed and overstred pilot hole will cause

problems. The scrws are unabb to grp tre fastening menrbers properly if the pilot

hole b oversized rr'hib fte scrffs nrry nd be driven in il the hole b undersized. Since

varirus nominal s2es of soe*s rarging frorn f,l (2.s116. mm) to t1o (4.826 mm) were'

used in the fastening study. bctth ffi mirimum p1ot hob diameters and depths were

determined. Four drill bit s2es vere selected, namely 1.5 mm, 2.0 mm, 2.s mm and 3.0

mm in diameter. l}tey were used b debrnrine the mhinum diameters that allor

various nominal size screrrrs to peneilrate into the matetbl cornpletely with lowest

torque setting. lnitially, a uooden stick was used to tie to the drill bits with blue sticky

tape so as a dislance measured ftonr tp of the dril bits to the stick was arbitrary 2.0

mm as shoryn in Frgure 5.11. The minimum depth of the piot hole was then determined
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by tial and error from inifnl depth of 2.0 mm and increased by 2.0 mm until the

material allows the specifred nominal size screws to be driven in completely with lowest

torque setting. After the pilot hole was drilled, another wooden stick with 3.5 mm in

length and 1.5 mm in diameter was put inside the hole and the left out part of the

wooden stick was measured in order to confirm that the depth of the pilot hole is same

as determined earlier lsee Figure 5.12). The minimum hole depths and hole diameters

to aflow the screw to penetrate completely for various nominal size screws were

recorded.

FQure 5.11: Varirrs dril bils with 2.0 mm drill depths indi:ated by blue snicky tape.
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Figure 5.12: The methocj to determine pilot hole with 2.0 mm depth using wooden
stick.

ln the fastening study, simple fastening steps were developed which include

drilling, countersinking and screw driving processes. A ctear centre mark uras first

made on the material to be drilled using a hole puncher. Then, a proper drill bit and

minirnum torque setting were selected to create a pilot hole. Finally, countersinking

was canied out using proper diameter countersunk tool on the pilot hole. The purpose

of using ihe countersunk bit is to enfarge the top of the hole in order to alto,rr tre

countersunk head screw to penetrate into the materialto obtain a flush surf;ace. These

steps were repeated in various fastening studies for the wrious cornpositbns of the

cornposite materials. Besides, two different types of scrws, nandy ro6crerrs and

tapping screws were used in the fastening study and the ease of errg the scrms

b the composite materials was investigated.

In order to avoid cracking or splitting of the materials, tfie minimum distance

from the center of a fastener to the edge of the member, a, the minimum distance from

the center of a fastener to the end of the member, b as wrell as the distance betr,veen

tr'to screws, S were determined. These parameters are very important especially

during the assembly of full-sized pallet and are iflustrated in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Schematic of end distance, edge distance and spacing distance.

The initial edge distance a and end distance b of screws to the fastening

member were set to 12.0 mm and were reduced by 1.0 mm gradually until cracking or

splitting occuned. Besides. the initial distance beiween two screws, S, was set to 20.0

mm and was reduced by 2.0 mm gradualty until splitting was observed. These

investigations will aid in determining the number of fasteners or nominal size of

fasteners that can be used for fastening Sre deck board to the stringer of a full size

pallet- The parameters (a, b and S) are impcrtant when there is a limitation in

dimensirns of a deck board. The values of a, b and S of varircus nominal size screws

ranging frorn #3 to #8 to the f;astening rnenrber were recorded.

5.4 Results and Discussion

From the initbl eperiments, il was found that neither woodscrews nor tapping

sews can penettztte into tfp srnoofr surf;ace of fie composite material without pre-

drilllng a pilct hole. Therefre, pdst hobs nere dri[ed using four drill bits of sizes, 1.5

mm, 2.0 mm, 2.5 mm and 3.0 mm as shown in Figui'e 5-14 in order to determine

minimum pibt hole diameter that r,vould allow full psrebation of the screu/ during

fastening. The fllot hofie dep'hs were determined uslng 3.5 mm length wooden sitick
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Figure 5.14: Various pilot hole diameters of 1.5 mm, 2.0 mm, 2.5 mm and 3.0 mm used
in fastening study.

Table 5.2 shows the resufts of measurement of the length of screws which

penetrate into the member on four different pilot hole diameters when pilot hole depth

is set constant to 6.0 mm. 30% wood flour with 70% polypropylene composite materials

were used in the stuciy due to its best mechanical properties among the various

combinations. For pilot hole diameter of 1.5 mm, the resuhs showed that smaller

nominal size of screws can penetrate easily cof pared to larger nominal size of scre$/s.

The ease of penetration of screws can be determined from measurement of the left out

part of wooden stick. ln other words, more left out part of wooden stick means the

scre*s b more dfficult to penetrate into the member with propced torque seting used

in thb stuCy. Table 5-2 also shors that peneilration of screuc of mricrs nornhal sizes

becorne easbr rlrhen pibt hole diameter becornes hrger. In thb sihstbn. pild ho|e

diameter of more ttern ZS mm alknne the screrrs to fulli, peneme into tre rnernber

easily. Ttte Lnage of penetratbn of scre*s d nomlnai size f6 and t8 were sfnn h

Fgure 5.1s(aHb).

Table 5.3 shovrs the results of measurement of the lengrth d scr*s wtrin

penefate into the member on four different piH hole depth: 2.0 mm, 4.0 mm, 6.C mm

and 8.0 mm when pikri hole diameter is set constant to 2.5 mm. Again, the resut'b

shotred that increasing of pilot hole depth allorrc the screue of various rprnld size b
penefate easily especially when pilot hole depth is npre than 6.0 mm- In drerlrords,
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increasing of pilot hole depth improved the ease of penetration of screws to the

member.

Table 5.2: The measurement of the length of screws which penetrate into the member
on vanous hole diameterwith hole = 6.0 mm.

Gauge
number,

#

Diameter,
D, in.
(mm)

30%WF:70%PP (by welght fraction)
pilot hole depth =.6.0 mm

Pilot hole
Diameter (mm)

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Measurement of length of
screw which penetrates into

the member (mm)
Trial I

Measurement of length of
screw which penetrates into

the member (mm)
Trial2

3
0.099

Q.5151 5.7 12.7 12.7 12.7 7.7 12.7 12.7 12.7

4 0.112
(2.84s) 4.7 8.7 12.7 12.7 5.7 7.7 't2.7 12.7

5
0.125

(3.17s) 2.7 7.7 12.7 12.7 2.7 7.7 12.7 12.7

6
0.138

(3.505) 1.7 4.7 12.7 12.7 2.7 3.7 12.7 12.7

8 0.154
(4.166) o.7 7.7 12.7 12.7 0.7 5.7 12.7 12.7
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Figure 5.15: Penetration of screws in various pilot hole diameters (a) screw of nominal
ske #6, (b) screw of nominal size #8 where pilot hole depth is set io 6.0mm.
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Table 5.3: The mcacurement of the length of screws which penetrate into the member on various
pllot hole depth wlth pllot hole dlameter = 2,5 rnm.

Dlameter,
D" ln.
(mm)

c.099
(&61
0,11?.

.12.846) _
0.1 26

Jl,12!L
0 138

8.7

8.7

12.74,7
-(t

0.164
(4,169) 12.7 't2.7

Gauge
number,

#

30%WF:70%PP (by welght fraction)
pllot hole dlameter = 2.5 mm

Mearurement of lenqth of screw
whlch penetrates Into the momber

(mm)
Trlal 't

Measurement of length of screw
whlch penetrates into the member,
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During g1e drilling process, a centre point was marked wifr a hole puncher and

the work piece was clamped properly. Since a lot of the composite chips stick along the

drill bit while drilling, the drill bit was withdrawn intermittently to remove or drive out the

chips which may block the path during drifling or screw fastening. The dritl bit was

cleaned before and after the drilling process in order to remove the chips sticking along

the flute, which are normally in relatively small prec€s. Investigation of the ease of

screws using in fastening showed that full thread tapping screws can penetrate into the

composite material mcre easily compared to woodscrews. This is illustrated in Figure

5.16 (a)-(b) which shows that with the minimum torque setting 1 of this cordiess driver

tool, the tapping screw can be fastened into the material easily, whereas the shank of

woodscrew of length 7 mm was left outside the material. Besides, the shank of

woodscrew sometimes causes splitting and cracking of the material while it is being

driven in. Due to this reason, tapping screws were used for later investigations.

Figure 5.17 (aF(d) shows the effect of minimum edge distance a and end

distance b of screws with nominai sze lA (2.845 mm) on the fastening members.

Table 5.4 shows the results of minimum edge and end dbtance of screws with various

nominal sizes on four different composite materiab wifi increase of filler content in

steps of 10% to 4Oo/o.ltwas found out firat a aN b nrore than 8.0 mm would not cause

cracking on the composite material with screw d nominal s2e #8 (4-1656 mm)--

Besides, minimum a and b of more tfian 5.0 mm wqriJ nd cause crackir€ on tfie

composite material with screrv of nominal size #3 (2.515 mm). In other uords, srn#r

screws can be driven closer to the edge or end of tre material than larger ones

because they are less likely to cause splifiing of materid. The resufts are repea$b

except far 4OTo wood flour with 60% polyprog!/lene cornpcite material. This may due

to less homogeneity in this composition. In other words, either larger edge and end

distance or smaller nominal size screw required during pallet fabrication using 4006
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p-l::

wood flour -60% polypropylene composite materials in order to avoid cracking of the

material.

Wood screw

Figure 5.16:
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Comparison the ease of fastening between (a) woodscrews and
(b) tapping screws.
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Figure 5'17: lmage of the edge distance and end distance of nominal size lt4 (2.g4s mm) tapping screws.
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Table 5.4: The minimum edge and end distance of screw with various screw sizes on four different composite
material.

Gauge
Number,

#

Dlameter,
D,In. (mm)

10WF:90PP (by welght fraction) 20WF:80PP (by weight fraction) 3OWF:70PP (by welght fraction) 40WF:6OPP (by welght fractfon)

Mlnlmum edge
dletance of

screw to the
member
before

cracklng, I
(mm)

Mlnlmum end
dlstance of

scrEw to the
member
beforc

cncklng, b
(mm)

Mlnlmum edge
dlstance of

screw to the
member
before

cracklng, a
(mm)

Minimum end
dlstance of

screw to the
member
before

cracklng, b
(mm)

Minimum edge
distance of

screw to the
member
before

cracklng, a
(mm)

Mlnimum end
dlstance of

screw to the
member
before

cracking, b
(mm)

Mlnlmum edge
dlstance of

screw to the
member
before

cracking, a
(mm)

Mlnlmum cnd
dletance of

rcrew to tha
member
before

cracklng, a
(mm)

IflOI
1,

(mml

Trlr!
2,

tqt_El-

Trltl
1,

(mm)

I nel
2,

(mml

Trlal
1,

(mm!

Trlal
2,

{mml

Trlal
1,

(mml

Trtal
2,

(mml

Trlal
1,

lmml

Trlal
2,

(mml

Trlal
1,

(mm)

Trial
2,

lmml

Trlal
1,

(mml

Trial
2,

lmml

Trial
1,

frnml

I nal
2,

lmml
3 0,099

Q.6161 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 5,0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 6.0 6.0 0.0 6.0

4 o.112
Q.846\ 6,0 60 5,0 6,0 5.0 5,0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0

5
0.126

(3,176) 8.0 0,0 6.0 6.0 0.0 6,0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 8.0 7.0 6.0 7.0

6 0.1 38
(3.605) 8,0 8,0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8,0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 9.0 8.0 9.0

I 0.164
(4.166) 8,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0

I 0.177
(4.498r 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12,0

10 10.0 10.0 10.0 10,0 10.0 12.0 12.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0
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In our fastening study, when the thbkness of the faslening member is 15 mm,

the edge distance and end distance of the fastener to the member cannot be driven

closer than 7.0 mm, i.e. roughly one-half of its thickness of the member. This has

similar observation by Softis (1999) on study of the effect of edge and end distance of

nails to the fastening member where nails should not be driven close to the edge or to

the end of the fastening member le-ss than one-half the thickness of the member.

Besides, it was observed in our fastening stuciy that there is a linear upwards

relationship of screw's nominal size to the edge distance and end distance of the screw

to'the fastening mennber. Figure 5.18(a)-(b) show the plots of screw gauge number

over edge and end distance required during fastening study. By using linear regression

methods, it shows that screw gauge number has linear relationship to the edge and

end distance because the correlation coefficient, R2 is relatively close to 1.

Figure 5.19 shows the effect of distance between two screyrs of nominal size #6

(3-505 mm) on 30% wood flour-7}o/o polypropylene composite material. lt was

observed t]at the distance between two screws of more than 8.0mm would not cause

cracking on the composiie material. Table 5.5 shows the minimum spacing rJbtance of

scretYs wih varirus nominalsizes on four different compositions. As mentioned before,

thb parameter b partir:ularly important especially in determination of the number of

scrwrs rcquired in fastening the deck board to the stringer of a pallet. For instance, if

fie wiJh o,f deck b@rd or stinger is too small to atlow two fasteners of speclfied

rsnind stze, then mly one screw may be used to join the members tog€trrer due to

irsufficbnt distance between tuo screws on the composite. The obserrratbn shored

that smalbr norninal size of screws has closer space distance.
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Plot between screw gauge number over minimum edge distance

11

t2
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D sowF:zopp
composlle

R2 = 0,8781

R2. 0,9207

R2 . 0,9257

R2 . 0,9257
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5 6 7 I 9 10

screw gauge number (#)
'tl

Flgure 5.18(a): Plot of verlous screw geuge number over minimum edge distance of four different composite materials.
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Plot between screw gauge number orer minimum end distance
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Flgure 5,18(b): Plot of verlous screw gauge nufnber over minimum edge distance of four different composite materials.
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S = 18.0mm

cracking

(e)

Fgure 5.19: The minimum spacing distance between trrvo screus of nominal size #6
(3.505 mm) on 30% upod flour with 7oo/o PP composite materials.
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Table 5.5: Spacing distance between two screws of various nominalsizes on four
different

All the foregoing results, including edge distance, end distance and spacing

between two screws are very useful for use in later assembty of the full size pallet. The

screws with various nominal sizes ranging from #3 (2-s146 mm) to #10 (4.926 mm)

could be used in an assernbly of ful size pat'bt The main problem is limitation in length

of screws, wttereby maximt m lengtr of scrws wiilr nominal size less than #8 is only

1-5 lrrcfi (38.1 mm). These bttgEts d scrws (t+s6) ae ndsuitable to be used in an

assemHy of fuu s?e plet because mitr&rn hebt[ d Fler b 325 incfr (g3.0 mm)

due to standard thbtness cf furt fire (s^3.c mrn) of palet frck In the study, tapping

screilrs with nominal sizes of *s (4.16s6 mm) to fio (a-826 mm) rrere used in an

assemb\'of a prototlpe or scded dtrt pard n:odd as shoyyn in Feure 5.20. From

the study, il shows that fastening defirg scrr (norniul size fg) with lengrth of 2.25

inch (57.15 mm) to the deck b@rd of 15mm in length and sfiirger of 50 mm in length

with loser torque sefting wiflout difficuity. Frgure 521(a}(b) shqr the fastening of

scaled doum deck board and stirger usirg screw size #6 and #8. The sfudy showed

materials.

Gauge
Number,

#

Diameter,
D, In.
(mm)

10WF:90PP (by
weight fraction)

20WF:80PP (by
weight fraction)

3OYF:70PP (by
weight fraction) 'OWF:60PP (by

weight fraction)

Minimum
spacing distance
between two
scrcws before
cracking, S (mm)

Minimum
spacing distance

b€tween two
acnews before

cracking, S (mm)

Minimum
spacing distance

betueen two
screws before

cracking, S (mm)

Minimum
spacing distance

between two
screws beforc

cracklng, S (mmf

frial 1,
lmml

Trial2,
(mml

frial 1,
{mml

Trlal 2,
(mml

Trial 1,
{mml

Trial 2,
(mm)

Trial I,
(mm)

Trial 2,
lmml

3 0.099
(2.s1s) 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 6.0 6.0

4 o.112
(2.845) 6.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 6.0 6.0

5 o.125
(3.175) 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0

6 0.138
(3.505'l 7-O 7.O 7.O 8.0 8.0 8.0 7.O 8.0

8 0. i64
(4.166) 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 10.0 10.0

9 o.177
(4.496) 11.0 11.0 11.0 12.O 12.O 12.O 12.O 14.O

10 0.190
(4.826) 12.O 12.O 12.C 12.0 12.O 12.O 14.0 14.0

n



that screw with nominal sizes ranges from #3 (2.5146 mm) to #6 (3.505 mm) and

length of 0.5 inch (12.7 mm) is suitable to be used in an assembty of one-ffih scaled

down pallet model that would be used to verify the prediction of the finite element

model using non-contact optical measurement. This is because screws of nominalsize

#8 would cause cracking to the member when fastening to the scaled down deck board

with stringer as shown tn Figure 5.21(b). Nevertheless, simple fastening steps (pre-

drilling, countersinking and screw driving) are repeatable on four different compositions

of natural fiber-reinforced composite materials with increase of wood filler contents

from 1Oo/o to 40o/o (by weight fraction). The only difference is while increasing the wood

fitler contents, the composite materials become more brittle and many chips were

formed when drilling a hole on these composites. This is especially obvious on 40o/o

wood fillers60% potypropylene composite materials. These chips should be avoided

especially ciuring drilling deep hole since they tenC to pack in the flutes and prevent

heat from being conducted away.

Deck boad

Frgure 520: Fastening of cbck board and stinger in Ore fasilening study.

Stinger
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(a)

(b)

Ftgure 5.21: Fastening of (a) #6 and (b) #8 nominal size tappring scre$s on
scaled dorn deck board and str:inger.

5.5 Summary

As a condusion, the fastening sfudy shoun fitd n b nd pcane b use

tmdscreu, / tapping screw to fasten into the composite nffi wiEror.d pre*Ung

process. A pilot hole / guide hole with diameter of 2.5 mm and depffi d npre ttran 6.0

mm b suitable for screws wih nominalsizes Enges from f,l (2.515 mm) to frt (4.166

mm) to penebate into the composite materials wihout diffio.fiy wirr minimum torque

setting of NICEilIA.NP mode! NM6O0 drivertool. Besides, minimum tqque setting of this

driver tool was used in order to prevent driving the screw too deep or causing damage
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to the tool. Moreover, excessive torque of the driver toolwill not only cause damage to

the head screw but also €use to thread stripping.

lnvestigation of the ease of penetration of screws to the fastening member

showed that tapping screws with full self drilling threads are more suitable to be used in

fastening compared to wood screws. This is because the shank of woodscrew was left

outside the composite when using the proposed minimum torque of driver tool

compared to tapping screw.

A simple fastening procedure with a cycle of pre-drilling, countersinking and

screw driving was used and the screws could be fastened to the composite materials

easily and were repeatable. Investigation of the minimum vatue of a and b of various

nominal sizes screw (#3 to #10) showed that smatler nominai size screws can be

driven closer to the edge compared to larger one. Generally, the edge and end

distances of scretrr to the member are roughl_v cne-half of the thickness of fastening

member. Besides, the minimum spacing betrrveen iwo screws is increased if the

norninal size of screw increased. For instance, minimum spacing between two screws

of nominal size *3 was deternrined as 5.0 mm wihout causing cracking whereas

minimum spacing betueen two scretrrs of nonrinal size #8 was observed as 9.0mm

riEtor.rt carip cr*irg-

Again, tapfirg sctws d runinal size rarges ftorn #S to #10 with length of 2

incff (50.8 mm) to 225lrll(t/.15 mm) ae suibble b be used in an assembly of full

size pallet due to minimum required heigfil of pallet must be more than 3.2S inch

(roughly 83.0 mm). Besides, tapping screbys with nominal sizes range from #3 to #6

t00



and length of 0.5 inch (12.7 mm) are suitable to be used in an assembly of one-ffih

scaled down pallet modelfor optical measurement.
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7.0

CHAPTER 7

STUDY OF PALLET DEFORMATION USING EXPERIMENTAL AND

FEA ANALYSIS

Introduction

Comparative study of static deformation of one-fifth scaled wood based

composite pallet was done between experimental and FEA analysis ln :-::- ::

ensure the validity of FEA for product design of this composrte material On+.ir;r

scaled dimension of composite pallet was previousty determined as 24C :,- -

' 200 mm (W x 20 mm (H) from full size pallet in Chapter'4 1:efer Ta=ie :4

The dimensions of the pallet model needs to be modified after fastening study

Besides, this chapter also presents the correct way for fringe numbering in order

to achieve closer agreement between experimental and FEA resufts. The

purpose of this experiment is try to replace the testing of mechanical behaviour of

the pallet with computer modeling and reduces involvement of fabrication of too

many prototype of pallet in field testing.

7.1 Modification of One-Fifth Scaled Pallet Model

The width of the stringer of one-fifth scaled pallet rnodel needs to be

modified after fastening study in order to match the appropriate nominal size of

screws selected for scaled down pallet model, which is from #3 (2.515 mm) to #6

(3.505 mm). The results from fastening study showed that minimum end and

edge distance to the fastening member for nominal size screws from #3 to #6 is

5.0 mm to 8.0 mm and with ihis reason, the width of the stringer is modified from

6.0 mm to 13.0 mm in order to avoid cracking of the material while assembly of

the pallet model. Figure 7.1(a) and (b) showthe images of one-fifth scaled pallet
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rnodel;with and without sprayed in color. Table 7.1 shows the detailed dimension

of this scaled down pallet model including where the width of stringer is modified.

(b)

Figure 7.1: lmage of wood based composite pallet model (a) with
sprayed colour, (b) without sprayed colour.
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Table 7.1: Detailed dimension of full size and one.fifth scaled down pallet.

Name of part Quantity Dimensions (mm) Scaled down
Dimensions (mm)

Top deck
board 7 1000 (L) x 115 (W) x 16 (H) 200 (L) ' 23 (W) x a (H)

Bottom deck
board 7 1000 (L) x 1 15 (W) x 16 (H) 200 (L) x 23 (W) ' 4 (H)

Stringer 3 1200 (L) ' 6 (W) ' 100 (H) 240 (L) x 13 (\D x 20 (H)

7.2 ExperimentalSet-up

Figure 7.2 shows the image of ccmposrte pallet model under a total static

load of 20.5 kg. The palbt was piaced :c €an againsl ::e ng at a small tilted

angle of 2.43' during optical measurefl''leni Fnnges are -sity formed wrth this

tilted angle; else larger load is required to create these frir':ges. Application of

larger load is not encouraged due to pcssibte damage tc ihe pallet model. Two

images were captured, one without appty'nE the load while the other after

applying the load by stacking three load bars of 6.6 kg each (see Figure 7.3).

Figure 7.4 shows the schematic diagrams of the experimental setup of scaled

down pallet model, which is identical to experimental set-up for aluminum plate,

except the pallet was piaced at small iifted angle. The distances between

projector and the pallet and camera to the pallet were 1090 mm and 1280 mm

respectively. The heights between projector and the pallet and camera to the

pallet were 420 mm and 280 mm respectively.
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Figure 7.2: lmage of pallet model under stattc load.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.3 Fringes patterns formed from (a) titted ptate without toading, (b) titted
plate with loading.
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A solid model of composite pallet with dimensions 240 mm (L) x 200 mm

(W) ' 20 mm (H) was created using So/rdWorks modeler and FEA analysis was

canied out to find the deflection of the pallet under a load oI 20L 1 N. The load

was converted to effective pressure applied on the three top deck boards as

1470C Pa as shown in Figure 7.5. Simulation of the pallet was same as the

condition in experiment where front part of the pallet was assumed as point

cc.sl:ari: :rder ball bearing while back part of the plate was set as atea

c3.si;-a,i: ":put mechanical ]rop".ti". referred to 30;6 ,^/SD (100 pm;-,,a:: pp

:c-Dcs.:e l,'OE = 2.75€/ t 1Ce, UTS = 1.495 x 10- and densitv = 1013 ko,,m3

l) /



420 mm

200 mnr

Corrtro of the pallot

Composite
Pallet -)
e, - 601

0z + 602

Figure 7.4:A schematic diagram of experimental set-up for tilted pallet model.

b,,
Lz.= 1280 mm

computer
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For experimental data, line profile was drawn on every strip of bottom

deck board and analyzed using Matrox lnspector software. Total of 4 sections

(Line profiles were anatped starts from (190,65) to (190,355) and end at

(368,65) to (368,355)). centre point of coordinate-x and y of each fringes were

recordec and deflection of the pallet, d, was calculated based on the theory of

(7 1)
an0 -Ian0,

where n is lne,finge i.:mber starts from 1,2,3,...n; p is the pitch of the grating

which is equa! to 1 ll"n rn fris expenment, 0i is the illumination angle while 0, is

ihe viewing angle.

Effective
pressure of
14700 Pa was
applied on
shaded area

Figure 7.5: Pallet model under static load from FEA analvsis

np

240.0 mm
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The centre of the projection angle was assumed to be the centre of the

pallet (see Figure 7.6 (a)) during calculation even though the pallet model was

placed at a small tilted angle of 2.43. Since the inclined angle is small,

sometimes calculation could be solved based on deflection's calculation of the

pallet without tilting (see Figure 7.6 (b)). Pixel coordinates were then transformed

to actual world coordinates using scaling factor determined €adier that is 1 7262

pixeislmm and 1.6630 pixels/mm for axis-y and axjs-x -eS3ffi.yii.r S-::'=:cn

was done on the distance measured from pallet to the g=ing cci3inec ir:m

image of initial pallet without loading and cairet alier' 'ca: ^3 S-:i:ac:c- :=:a

was used as input to the Stanford Graphics sc;iarare to ge^era:e a lonror _::c

using polynomial fifting order 4, one of the common used interpolation merho,Js

before comparing with FEA resull. Tne reference point for this case was

determined as (1 08,1 5).

lCentre point

/--,.-rtned angle

Gratng with pitch

CCD camera
projector 

Il-l
| 1090 mm I

Figure 7.6 (a): A diagram of tilted pallet analysis where center of projection v/as
assumed at center of the pallet.
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420 mm

lCCD camera

Figure 7.6 (b): Calculation of pallet in normal situation

Besides calculation of the distance measured ,'rom the pia:e :c :'le
grating, identifying of correct fringe numbering, n is very important in order to

obtain correct distance measured from the plate to the grating. Figure 7 T (a) and

(b) show the diagram of the plate viewing from the back view and imaginary

plane of the fringes were formed when the plate's shadow superimposed with the

grating. These diagrams could aid in expiaining the way of iderrtifying fringe

numbers that were formed on the images.

Ballbearing support
I
I

r-i \ ------: -/ ^-:
^=-{:^=2

K i \/ il iiliris i i sratins ii i i ii

--L-- Elt-r F-r-Fa---'\ 7 riiiii
\ ,/ I! ; | ;l

V i N n r; lllill I I tl
!l r I rl
!l r I rl

l""l:?:n".@L ,maaa^r --z[lTt rrinse

NHin"J,"*ot/ ll I llf\i?T:"
ihe pallet formed

Figure 7 .7'. The diagram from back view of the aluminum plate (a) without
loading, (b) with loading.
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7.2.1 Results and Discussion

Figure 7.8 shoua the way of identifying the fringe number from the image.

From image of pallet after loading, the fringe which connects to the end at both

side of the restraint points represent points having deflection, z = O. Fringe-

number at this position is identified and used as reference in image of pallet

before loading. For image of pailet before loading, the initial fringe number starts

at fringe number icer-5ec -cm image 9f pallet after loadino + 1

(a) (b)

Figure 7.8: ldentification of the fringe number from (a) lmage before
loading, (b) lmage after loading.

The raw data of five deck boards of the pallet with and without loading are

shorvn in Appendix G Polynommial fitting of order 4 was used in order to have a

common grid between data from pallet with and without loading. Figure 7.9 (a) to

(d) show the 2-dimensional plot of coordinate-y over distance measured from

Initialfringe, n = 3
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stringer of the pallet with and without loading. Subfaction was done after

polynomial fifting, and the value from subtraction, or deflection profile of

experimental and FEA results was compared at Table 7.2 (a) to (d). Tne

differences of deflection profile between experimental and modeling data rvere

also recorded at rable 7.2 (a) to (d). Figure 7.10 (a) to (d) show the 2-

dimensional plot of coordinate-y over deflection profile between experimental and

modeling data. The deflecticn ercile cf callet modelfrom FEA analysis is shown

in Figure 7.11.

Deck board 1:Plot of coordinate{ oyer dis;tance neagtred
from pallet to the grating, z
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Deck board 2:Plot of coordinate-y over distance neasured
from pallet to fte grating, z
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I
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Fqure 7.9(b): Pld of cuuna+y over distance measured from second deck
board ol nallet to the grating with ard without loading before polynomiat fitting.
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Figure 7.9(c): Plot of coordinate-y over distance measured from third deck board
of pallet to the grating with and without loading before polynomialfitting.
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iDeck board 4:Plot of coordinate-y over distance ncasured
pallet to the grating z
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Fgure 7.9(d): Plot of coordrr#y wer distarrce measured from fourth deck
boaftt of paffet to the grdting wiFr and wiErout loading before potynomiat fitting.

Tabfe 7.2(a): Experimental and nrodeling data of the first deck board of the pallet
l4der static load and their differences in deflection.

+-Pdle{ pofile 
i

bebre lmdirp 
i

-r- Pallet profile afterl
loadirg I

#Linel
Deck

board 1

from
(190,65)

to
(190,355)

Experimental data of ttre
pallet after loadina

FEA data of the pallet
after loadino Differences

x (mm) zo (mm) x (mm) zr (mm) lzz (mm)l
10.00 -c.08 10.00 -0.13 0.05
20.00 -0.11 20.00 -o.14 0.03
30.00 -0.17 30.00 -o.17 0.00
40.00 -0.23 40.00 -0.21 0.02
50.00 -0.29 50.00 -0.26 0.04
60.00 -0.35 60.00 -0.30 0.06
70.00 -0.40 70.00 -0.33 0.07
80.00 -0.43 80.00 -0.36 0.08
90.00 -0.45 90.00 -0.37 0.08
100.00 -0.44 100.00 -0.37 0.08
110.00 -0.42 1 10.00 -0.35 0.07
120.00 -0.38 120.00 -0.32 0.06
130.00 -0.33 130.00 -0.28 0.05
140.00 -0.27 140.00 -0.23. 0.04
150.00 -0.22 150.00 -0.18 0.04
160.00 -0.18 160.00 -0.14 0.04
170.00 -0.16 170.00 -0.10 0.06
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Table 7 .2(b): Experimental and modeling data of the second deck board of the
under static load and their differences in deflection.

#Line2
Deck

board 2
frcm

(248,55)
to

(248,355)

Experimental dab ol
oallet after loadino

FEA data of pallet after
loadino Iliftrences

x (mm) zo (mm) x (mm) zr (mm) trz (nrn)l
10.00 -0.28 10.00 -0.21 0.07
20.00 -0.19 20.00 -0.22 0.01
30.00 -0.15 30.00 -0.25 0.11
40.00 -0.14 40.00 -0.29 0.15
50.00 -0.17 50.00 -0.3x1 i 0 rz
60.00 -0.20 60.m 4.37 a 17

70.00 -0.24 70.00 -0.41 C.5
80.00 -0.28 80.00 -0.43 0 15

90.00 -0.31 90.00 44 313
100.00 -0.33 100.00 4.4 0 i:
110.00 -0.33 110.00 412 : t_q

120.00 -0.32 120.00 {.39 .r 3€
130.00 -0.31 130.00 -0.35 0 0.
140.00 -0.29 140.00 -0_30 , 0_02
150.00 -0.27 150.00 4.25 r 0.02
160.00 -0.26 160.qt 4.m I 0-(F
170.00 -0.27 170.00 -0-17 ' 0_'t 1

Table 7.2(c): Experimental and modeling data cf the third deck board of the paltet
under static load and their differences in deflection.

#Line3
Deck

board 3
from

(308,6s)
to

(308,355)

Experimental data of
pallet after loadino

FEA data
Differences

x (mm) zo (mm) x (mm) zr (mm) lzu {mm)l
10.00 -0.4091 10.00 -a.2475 0.16
20.00 -0.3277 20.00 -0.2572 0.07
30.00 -0.2890 30.00 -0.28'4.9 0.01
40.00 -0.2824 40.00 -0.3226 0.04
50.00 -0.2983 50.00 -0.3638 0.06
60.00 -0.3286 60.00 -0.4028 0.07
70.00 -0.3663 70.00 -0.4350 0_07
80.00 -0.4059 80.00 -0.4572 0.05
90.00 -0.4430 90.00 -0.4670 0.03
100.00 -0.4746 100.00 -0.4632 0.01
110.00 -0.4989 110.00 -0.4459 0.05
120.00 -0.5154 120.00 -0.4160 0.10
130.00 -0.5249 130.00 -0.3757 0.14
140.00 -0.5295 140.00 -0.3282 0.20
150.00 -o.5327 150.00 -0.2780 0.25
160.00 -0 5390 160.00 -0.2304 0.31
170.00 -0.5545 170.00 -0.1921 0.36
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Tabfe 7.2(d): Experimental and modeling data of the fourth deck board of the
under static load and their differences in deflection.

#Line4
Decr(

b@rd /f
frofil

(36E.65)
b

(35E,3!t5)

Experimental data of
pallet after loadinq

FEA data of pallet after
loadinq Differences

x (mm) a (mm) x (mm) zr (mm) Ez (mm)l
10.00 -0.3841 10.00 -0.2139 0.17
20.00 -0.2372 20.00 -0.2245 o.02
30.00 -0.1652 30.00 -0.2531 0.08
40.00 -0.1473 40.00 -0.2918 0.14
50.00 -0.1651 50.00 -0.3s!9 0.16
00.00 -0.2030 60.00 {.3736 | 0.17
70.00 -02482 70.00 -0.4{b6 0.15
80.00 -0.2908 80.00 .1293 014
q).00 -0.3233 90.00 -0.4396 012
100.00 -0.3413 100.00 -0.4361 0.10
110.00 -o.u29 110.00 -0.41E9 i 0.06
120.m -0.3291 120.00 -0.389! 0 06
130.00 -0.3035 130.00 {.3487 : 0.05
140.q) -0.2726 140.00 -0.3012 i 0.03
1s0.00 -0.2456 150.00 -0.2509 0.00
160.00 -0.2344 160.00 -0.203,1 0.03
170.00 -0.2536 170.00 -0.1653 0.0E

rDeck board 1:Plot of coordinate.y over deflection of the pallet
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Figure 7.10(a): Comparative study of the deflection of the pallet between
experimental and modeling data.
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lDeck board 2:Plot of coordinate-y over deflection of the paltet
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Figure 7.10(b): Comparative shrdy cf the defledinn of the palbt between
experimental and modeiing data
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Figure 7.10(c): Comparative study of the deflection of the pallet between
experimental and modeling data.
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lDeck board 3:Plot of coordinatel over defleciion of the pallet
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F(1ure 7.10(d): Comparatiye $.q of the ctefledbn of fie panet between
experimential and mcdelng data.
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Figure 7.11: Deflection profile of pallet model in FEA analysis.

board 4:Plot of coordinate-y over deflecfon of the paltet
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Fgure 7-9(a) to (d) show that the distance measured from pallet to the

grattng after loading is ahruays lower than data for pallet without loading. This is

expected because the pallet will deform when center load is applied on the pallet.

The cornparative study of the deflection at the center of each deck board of the

oaflet (at x = 90.0 mm) between experimental and modeling data shor that the

drfferences between these data are small, that is 0.08 mm, 0.13 mm, 0.03 mm

ad 0-12 mm br deck boadl, deck board 2, dect b@d 3 ard deck board 4,

respearef- In cfter words, wtren scperimental and FEA data are compared,

U|ere b a dose agreement at the center of the deformed @bt wtrib the

defsmailbn d der pGilbrls of the palket b t*gger ecAt d Ure cerrter of eacfl

ded( boad dtp pdei- For instance at ded( board 3, fE frrere in dellection

d x = 170-0 rnm between eperimental ard nrodee€ (E b 0-36 nrn. Thb is

probatly dtp to no+honogeneity of r,vood satrdustao{propylene composite

material and assumpfnn rvas made in the FEA ana[rsis_

Figure 7.10(a) shows a smooth deflection profite for both experimental

and FEA results. The deformation gradient for both data shows a downward

bend at Ieft hand side of the deck board while the gradient shows a upward trend

at the right hand side of the deck board, Figure 7.10(b) and (d) show a different

deformation trend where the slope for experimental data shows a positive sign

while slope for FEA results show a negative signs at the left hand side of the

deck board. When the slope of FEA results shows a positive sign at the right

hand side of the deck board, the deformation gradient of experimental data show

a negative signs. Figure 7.10 (c) shows the center deck board of the pailets, at

this deck board, the deformation gradient shows a positive sign on the left hand

side of the deck board and negative sign on the right hand side of the deck

board. lt is opposite to FEA data where the slope shorvs a negative sign at left

hand side of deck board and positive sign at right hand side of the deck board.
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once again, this b expbined by tre use of non-homogeneous composite

materid rtfik$ stress do not transfer uniformly when load is applied on this

composite pa[et

7.3 Summary

Dimensbn of one fifth scaled pallet modelwas modffied in order to meet

the reguirement of nominal size of screilv ttrat was setecled fs the assembty of

tte pa$et model. ffder sfingers of the palle* model were used in order to avoi<J

cractrE of the pdet rnodel whne Fitrng the deck bodds b the snirEer wiut

rnedraniral ffiners- Conrpdisofr of deflectirn profle br palei modd shofled

that there is a close agreement betueen experimentat and modding data at the

center of the pallefi wfide there b a big variaton of deformatirn at other positirns

except center of tre pallet- Thb \rariation is probably due to the norFhornogeneity

of the wood based composfi.e material.
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